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FROM THE PRINCIPAL

“These women are enabling the
self-confidence and aspirations
of our girls through their capacity
to interact, impact and influence
the next generation of Monte
women to smash the glass ceiling
by smashing the stereotypes that
perpetuate it.”
Dear Parents and Friends of Monte,
There is a powerful maxim, When I see her, I can be her – and it
is this resolute affirming influence of high-achieving females, of
women enabling other women, is what we want for all our girls.
We see distinct substantiation of female empowerment when
our girls connect with Monte Alumni who are leading the way
in their respective fields. It is also clearly evident when our girls
experience mentorship by extraordinary women in industries
such as engineering, construction, film and theatre, all uniquely
enabled by our Industry Partnership Programs. These women
are enabling the self-confidence and aspirations of our girls
through their capacity to interact, impact and influence the
next generation of Monte women to smash the glass ceiling by
smashing the stereotypes that perpetuate it.
The significance of When I see her, I can be her was plainly
apparent at last Friday’s Author Talk with 7.30 Report
anchor Leigh Sales. Leigh, a highly respected journalist and
interviewer, had the tables turned when she generously
agreed to be interviewed by our Year 12 Senior Leader, Libby
Kells. Interviewing a television luminary such as Leigh Sales
was undoubtedly an unchartered learning opportunity for
Libby, yet Libby’s resourcefulness and willingness to step out
of her comfort zone enabled her to realise the affirming and
guiding influence of another high-achieving female - When I see
her, I can be her.

Enabling girls with a breadth of new opportunities,
accompanied by a secure educational framework that
promotes self-confidence and self-growth, is a fundamental
attribute of the Risk-Taking Learner Profile of the International
Baccalaureate Middle Years Programme. This attribute
develops the capacity in students to approach unfamiliar
situations and uncertainty with courage and forethought, and
to have the independence of spirit to explore new roles, ideas
and strategies. They become brave and articulate in defending
their beliefs. IB students transition well to challenging university
settings and show resilience and determination in their work.
In academics, they have the confidence to approach new or
unfamiliar subjects or material.
Over the past few weeks our girls have contributed to a
vast array of creative programs, all requiring an element
of well-rehearsed artistic risk-taking. The College recently
enjoyed crowd-pleasing Monte Idol performances, Years
8 and 9 students participated in vibrant Bell Shakespeare
masterclasses, our Year 12 Drama and Theatre students
performed substantial individual and group performances
and, in a zenith of musical talent, the Monte celebrates Music
Awards Night & Concert was held last night.
Our girls are to be congratulated for their tenacity as they
continue to aspire to be what they can see.
God Bless,
Mrs Nicole Christensen
Principal
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FROM THE HIGHER EDUCATION AND
CAREERS ADVISOR
Photos from 2018 Career Insights Evening

TOGETHER WITH

Ms Sally O'Keeffe
Higher Education and Careers Advisor

MONTE’S HIGHER EDUCATION AND CAREERS OFFICE
Years
7-12 Students and Parents to our
CareerInvite
Insights
Evening

20
19

CAREER
INSIGHTS
EVENING

Inspiration is found in many places and one of the vehicles we
use at the College is personal experience. Stories, recollections,
insights and perspectives from others can help our students
gain wisdom and make decisions.

Our Career Insights Evening is a flagship annual event, provided
to our current students by our former students. This unique
experience provides girls with the opportunity to learn about
working in a diverse range of fields, in a multitude of ways.
The Alumni speakers have backgrounds in roles and industries
such as Health, Engineering, Built Environment, Social
and Environmental Advocacy, Law, Marketing, Business,
Communications, Design, HRM, Education and Protective
Services. Excitingly, this year we will also hear from an
Archaeologist and a Wine Maker!

WEDNESDAY 19 JUNE

I strongly encourage families to join us for this event and I thank
our wonderful Monte Alumni for their consistent generosity
of time and goodwill. Their desire to share what they have
learnt from personal experience, and to help younger women
understand more about the working world, is one of the
elements that make the broader Monte community so strong.

CHOOSE FROM A DIVERSE
RANGE OF SPEAKERS

This is your opportunity to hear
from inspirational Monte Alumni
I also particularly thank Ms Naomi Welsh, our Alumni Executive
Officer, for her tireless hard work in bringing this special evening
representing a wide variety of
to our students.
industries. During each 25 minute
Click Here to Register Now (Free)
session, speakers will share their
View the Speaker Biographies
professional and personal insights
about their career and answer
questions from the audience.
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VENUE
Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
5.00pm - 7.00pm
Speaker presentations
7.00pm - 8.00pm
Stand-up networking supper

RSVP
PAGE / 4
www.trybooking.com/BCDMH

SR LECIA’S THOUGHTS

Sister Lecia Coombe RSM

“When the day of Pentecost came, a sound
like the rush of a violent wind filled the house.
Something like tongues of fire separated and
rested on the head of each one. They were all
filled with The Holy Spirit."
Acts 2:1- 4a
				

Pentecost Sunday brings to a close our Fifty Days of Easter. I will
use two extracts from a Liturgy this week, but dwell on the work
of the Spirit in us now.
When Jesus, the Son of God, joined us as man, he often spoke of
the Spirit. He once said: “The wind blows where it chooses and
you hear the sound of it, but you do not know where it comes
from or where it goes. So, it is with everyone who is born of the
spirit” (John 3:8).
The Spirit is God’s breath and gave life to the first humans. He
also slipped graciously into me, breathing life into me the day
I was born. With each breath since, God’s spirit has breathed
within me, urging me to be united with him. I can continue
to respond to that grace-filled presence, until I take my final
breath; uniting me fully to this One Breath - to God the Father,
Son and Spirit.
Our life with the Holy Spirit is often found in the midst of others,
because his intermingling presence unites all living beings, and
permeates the spaces between us. The Spirit rushes in where
we least expect, and it surprises us with the beauty of his love
and his eagerness to change systems that oppress others. He
sparks our love and hastens our action for social justice. The
Spirit reaches into our brittle relationships and dried-up prayer.
He filters through the withered membranes of our forsaken
hope. He spreads through our distractions and unwanted
experiences, helping us to wait in patience until he restores our
inner vitality.
This was very much the experience of those first Apostles, as
they awaited Jesus’ promise to send the Holy Spirit. “When
the day of Pentecost had come, they were all together in one
place. And suddenly from Heaven there came a sound like the
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rush of a violent wind, and it filled the whole house where they
were sitting, and something appeared to them that seemed like
tongues of fire; these separated and came to rest on the head
of each of them. They were all filled with the Holy Spirit” (from
the first Reading - Acts 2:1-4a).
Foreigners each heard them speaking in their very own
language about the marvels of God! Peter fearlessly addressed
the crowds, and 3,000 people were baptised that day; marking
the birth of the Church, under the guidance of the promised
Spirit.
This First Reading is followed by a prayer Response to Psalm
103: “Lord, send out your Spirit and renew the face of the earth.”
In conclusion, I offer you the final verse of Joyce Rupp’s
Pentecost Prayer from the book Prayer Seeds:
Spirit, Wild One
breathe large gusts in me,
sweep through my being,
drench me with hope,
soften my resistance,
wrap your love around me
until I welcome you fully.
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YEAR 12 MATHEMATICS STUDENTS INVESTIGATE VECTORS IN 3D SPACE

FROM THE HEAD OF MATHEMATICS

Ms Lisa Patterson
Head of Mathematics
YEAR 7 MATHEMATICS RELAY

Computational and Algorithmic
Thinking (CAT) Competition Results
Last term, 106 Middle School students from Monte's
Enrichment Mathematics classes entered the Computational
and Algorithmic Thinking (CAT) competition. The one-hour
problem-solving paper is run by the Australian Mathematics
Trust and seeks to identify computer programming potential.
Monte students performed very well in this competition with
37 Credit certificates, 6 Distinction certificates and 2 High
Distinction certificates being awarded.
High Distinction:
Sophie de Kock and Isabella O’Neill (Year 8)
Distinction:
Mia Yule and Aniela Odgers (Year 7)
Annie Pagliaro (Year 8)
Olivia Renwick, Madeleine Griffin and Larissa O’Meally (Year 9)

Year 7 Mathematics Relay
On the last Monday of Term 1, the McQuoin Centre was abuzz
as Year 7 students embarked on a Mathematics Relay. The
teams worked collaboratively to solve a series of challenging
MONTE MATTERS 7 June 2019 / TERM 2, WEEK 6

problems and then put their fitness levels to the test as they
raced around a track, submitting answers to the Year 8 students
who volunteered to mark responses and tally results. After only
one term as International Baccalaureate (IB) learners at Monte,
it was wonderful to see the girls demonstrating many of the IB
Learner Profile attributes. They are definitely knowledgeable,
thinkers, communicators and risk-takers.

The Power of Technology
When our current students’ parents or grandparents studied
Mathematics in secondary school, learning about concepts
in three-dimensional (3D) space was likely restricted to
what teachers were able to draw on a blackboard. Learning
Mathematics today has been enhanced considerably with
advances in technology, and some of this technology is really
very simple.
Student Reflection
As part of the IB Standard Level Mathematics course, we are
investigating vectors in 3D space. Everyone enjoyed the engaging
and fun experience of using 3D movie glasses to better visualise
digital vectors on the Smartboard. The activity was interesting
and broadened our perspective beyond mathematics on paper.
Tamara Eide, Year 12
PAGE / 6

Year 10 students share their thoughts on how the Gifted
and Talented Masterclass has expanded their worldview:

FROM THE HEAD OF LEARNING
ENHANCEMENT

Ms Angelica Hannan
Head of Learning Enhancement

The conference was a fascinating experience which allowed
me to gain a greater understanding of philosophy and our
relation to the world. One of the most interesting concepts
that I learnt on the day was during the first conference on
epistemology, where Julie Arliss explained that our perception
of the environment is based upon our senses and the
perception that is formed in our brain. The second lecture
was also eye-opening, as I became aware of how important an
individual's decisions are in choosing to tolerate behaviours.
It was also interesting to consider the impact of environmental
and behavioural factors on our academic capabilities, which
will assist my own achievement at school. Overall, I thoroughly
enjoyed this experience and have gained insight into my role
in the world.
Claire Crotty, Year 10

What is the psychology behind outstanding achievement? And
what are the habits and components that, if systematised,
would guarantee it? What do we as citizens of a just and free
society truly understand by the word ‘tolerance’? How would
we feel if we were ‘tolerated’ by a loved one? And should
we continue to consider tolerance as a virtue, or should we
actually view it as a vice?
These and many other provocative, philosophical and
intriguing questions were posed, as well as a great many
other thought experiments conducted when, on Wednesday
22 May, a small group of Year 10 students attended a Gifted
and Talented Masterclass at Ascham School.
Speakers on that day included Julie Arliss, Fellow at Harris
Manchester College, Oxford University, Founder of Academy
Conferences and Principal Examiner at Cambridge; Dr
Chris O’Neill, a psychologist, psychotherapist, and Fellow
and Member at Oxford University; and Jeffrey Hodges, a
performance consultant with a unique interest in elite sports
achievement.
Being prompted to question ideas and beliefs once held up
as truth, only to discover that there are many more layers
of complexity to what we once thought, is no doubt an
enlightening and liberating experience.
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Concepts were discussed that hadn’t previously crossed my
mind, such as the philosophical reasoning behind our actions
and choices. The second lecture was particularly engaging as
it examined controversial topics and ideas that are ingrained
in our society’s culture. It portrayed an alternative perspective
on various debatable issues that all stem from the concept
of tolerance. The next lecture was about the psychology of
outstanding achievement, covering aspects of the mindset
of a high-achiever, and challenging misconceptions about
what it takes to succeed. I discovered different perspectives
that potentially conflicted with my own, which was a fantastic
experience for learning and expanding my global awareness.
Phoebe Purtell, Year 10
At the Senior Academy Conference, I was presented with
many new ideas and thought-processes, which allowed me to
explore my own perception of knowledge and thinking. The
third workshop was the most fascinating as it encouraged me
to consider how I, personally, learn and achieve my goals, both
academic and co-curricular. The processes of outstanding
achievement, including perspiration and ‘stickability’, allowed
me to reflect on my practicing, working and studying habits. It
reminded me that if I work extremely hard at something, and
do the right type of study and practice, I can achieve my goals.
Maddison Rubic, Year 10
PAGE / 7

MONTE IDOL - HEAT ONE

PERFORMING ARTS REPORT
Music

Drama and Theatre

Choir Success

On 22 May, the Year 10 200-hour Drama, Year 11 IB Theatre
and the Year 12 IB Theatre classes went on an exciting
excursion to the Roslyn Packer Theatre to see the Sydney
Theatre Company’s production of Cat on a Hot Tin Roof by
playwright Tennessee Williams, directed by Kip Williams.

Congratulations to the Angelo Singers and the College Choir
for wonderful performances in the Sydney Eisteddfod on
Monday 27 May. The College Choir also had a fantastic win in
the Northern Beaches Eisteddfod on Thursday 30 May.
Monte Idol - Heat One
Last Friday, seven amazing singers performed to a huge crowd
in the McQuoin Centre. Congratulations to Ruby Rigney (Year
12), Jordyn Wickham (Year 12) and Lucy Barrie (Year 10) who
have progressed through to the Grand Final!
Eisteddfod permission slips are now overdue!
Permission slips are now overdue for the Sydney Eisteddfod
Instrumental Ensembles.

Originally a mid-20th Century play about family relations and
challenges, Williams set his version in a modern-day period,
represented by the costumes, set and overall atmosphere
created within the play. Prior to the performance, we listened
to the Director discuss his artistic intentions, consequently
allowing us to engage purposefully and creatively with the
play.
The play comprised of many elements that we have been
learning in both the Year 11 and Year 12 IB Theatre classes,
including production and performance elements. The lighting
and sound helped build tension, altered the emotion and
atmosphere and ultimately changed the meaning.
One production element that was particularly unique to this
play was the use of a wall of bright lights to portray fireworks
and to startle and distract the audience. Different elements
such as this, captivated the audience and overall created an
engaging performance that we recommend people see.
Isobel Pike, Drama and Theatre Captain 2018-2019
Monique Manning, Year 11 IB Theatre

NORTHERN BEACHES EISTEDDFOD WINNERS
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BIAMUNGA YARN-UP AND
MARUKU MARKETPLACE
Tuesday 25 June is fast approaching. Do you have your
diary marked yet? This is the evening of the annual Maruku
Marketplace and the Biamunga Yarn-Up. At 6:00pm Leona
McGrath, Aboriginal mother, grandmother, midwife, Senior
Advisor with the NSW Ministry of Health, and artist will reflect
on her own experiences and the 2019 NAIDOC theme, ‘Voice,
Treaty, Truth. Let’s work together for a shared future’. This is
followed at 7:00pm by the opening of Maruku Marketplace,
an opportunity for you to celebrate with us both the tradition
and innovation of Aboriginal culture, particularly ‘punu’ and
paintings.
We look forward to welcoming you, family and friends to the
Biamunga Yarn-Up and the Maruku Marketplace on Tuesday 25
June.
Book your seats for the Biamunga Yarn-Up
www.trybooking.com/BCDOT
For further details please email Ms Kate Watson
kwatson@monte.nsw.edu.au
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Clive Scollay, General Manager of Maruku Arts
shares his insights:
"Anangu people from the Central desert use the word ‘punu’
(poonoo) to describe the traditional men's and women's tools
and highly decorated carvings they make from desert wood.
In the Pitjantjatjara language, ‘punu’ translates to mean ‘living
wood’ – ‘living’ because it comes from a living tree and is still
very much alive while being carved and ‘living’ because it is
used to carve living creatures and objects that tell stories from
the ‘Tjukurpa’, a living culture. Most of the ‘punu’ you will see at
Maruku Marketplace this year is made from desert hardwoods
such as Mulga and River Red Gum, which is often embellished
with designs burnt into the wood with fencing wire heated in the
coals of a campfire.
It is worth noting that the manufacture of these items has
been going on for thousands of years, with designs originally
inscribed onto the wood with stone knives rather than with wire.
Indeed, the designs etched onto the ancient shields of warriors
represented clan designs, rather like the heraldry of medieval
knights, and these images form the basis for the current designs
in dot paintings. Maruku's artists are multi-talented and are
often both wood carvers and painters, but it is the wood carving
that is of central importance: important because it gets people
away from their often oppressive communities and out bush to gather the wood they need to carve - and this means they
are able to care for country while they are out there. So, when
you purchase ‘punu’ you are not just purchasing a beautifully
crafted piece of history which will be with you forever, you are
also importantly helping people to care for and maintain their
country.”
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ISDA SENIOR A TEAM
ALEX ELLWOOD, ADELAIDE HAYES, KATIE WALSH AND EMILY DONOHOE (ABSENT: BRONTE LAWRENCE)

DEBATING REPORT

Our Friday night competitions are quickly coming to a close
with the final rounds of the Independent Schools Debating
Association (ISDA) debating competition approaching. This
competition has been immensely successful this year with
Primary A, Year 7, Senior B and Senior A all progressing to the
quarter final of the competition. These results speak volumes
about the calibre of our debaters as there are over 32 teams
in the ISDA competition for each year group. Our Senior A
team advanced even further in the competition, making it to
the semi-final. This is a huge accomplishment in the Senior
Division in their final year of ISDA debating.
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Our Friday Evening Debating (FED) competition has also been
successful, with our Senior B team progressing to the Grand
Final next Friday. This competition has allowed more girls to
debate within a competitive environment and develop their
skills. We look forward to seeing the girls continue to succeed
in this competition over the coming years.
Our Tuesday night Archdale competition is off to a great start
with our 7B, 8B, 9 and Senior teams all undefeated.
We look forward to more debates in the weeks to come.
Katie Walsh, Debating Captain
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YEAR 12 MUMS AND CARERS IN THE SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS

FROM THE PARENTS AND FRIENDS
ASSOCIATION

Year 12 Mums and Carers in the
Southern Highlands

Date

Event

Host

Tuesday 11 June

Year 11 2020 Parent
Subject Selection
Information Evening

College

Wednesday 12 June

Year 11 Academic
Conference

College

Thursday 13 June

Year 10 Play Night

College

Friday 14 June

Year 7 Grandparents Day

College

Friday 14 June Sunday 16 June

Year 11 Mums & Carers
Escape to Bowral

P&F

Many mums took the opportunity to stay overnight in Bowral,
where the banter continued into the night and again the
following morning over breakfast.

Tuesday 18 June

Year 7 Reporting
Information Evening

College

Wednesday 19 June

Career Insights Evening

College

The group returned home, refreshed and ready to support
our beautiful daughters approaching the culmination of their
Monte journey.

Friday 21 June

Year 7 Father Daughter
Pizza Night

P&F

Tuesday 25 June

Maruku Marketplace and
Biamunga Yarn-Up

College

Wednesday 26 June

Year 10 Academic
Conference

College

Friday 28 June

Last Day of Term 2

College

Monday 22 July

First Day of Term 3

College

Over the weekend, a lively group of Monte mums of the Class
of 2019 came together for a weekend of laughter and fun in
the Southern Highlands.
Over 80 mums and carers gathered at Bendooley Estate
in their stunning new 'Stables' space in Berrima. Bountiful
amounts of delicious food were enjoyed by all in the lovely
setting. Highlights included moments spent by the fireplace
in conversation with friends. The more energetic in the group
enjoyed a spot of post-lunch dancing!

A big thank you to the organising committee: Leanne Roberts,
Emma Lawler, Anne O'Connor, Marguerite Schwager, Catherine
Morrisey, Catherine McArdle, Selina Nichols and Donna Cook.
Your sterling efforts were most appreciated.
Class of 2019 Parent Team
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CGSSSA CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS

SPORTS REPORT

Mr Michael Vandervelde
Sport Program Manager

Good Luck
• To Holly Anderson (Year 12) and Sarah Larky (Year 10) who
will be representing CCC Volleyball team at the NSW All
Schools Tri Series.
• To the Year 9 girls going on the Duke of Edinburgh practice
journey this weekend.
• To the Monte Football teams playing on the long weekend.
• To the 12 girls representing CGSSSA at the
CCC Cross Country Championships .

Congratulations
• To Isabelle Morgan (Year 11) who was selected for the
NSW All Schools Basketball team. Isabelle will compete at
the School Sport Australia Championships in August.

• To the Monte Representative Tennis team of Grace Bruce
(Year 10) Sophie Sidgreaves (Year 10), Kristen Deller
(Year 9) and Megan Lee (Year 9) who progressed to the
Grand Final of the Schools Teams CCC Championships in
Bathurst. In an epic encounter they went down by two
games, losing four sets all, and 25 games to 27 games.
• To the Monte Cross Country team who were overall
winners at the CGSSSA Cross Country Championships.
Twelve team members have advanced to the CCC
Championships by placing in the top six in their respective
age group. The top three finishes were recorded by:
• 13 Years:
		

Grace Henry (Year 8)
Olivia Gorman (Year 7)

1st
3rd

• 15 Years:
		

Grace Kells (Year 10)
1st
Chelsea Madden (Year 9) 3rd

• 18 Years:

Kashani Maher (Year 12)

2nd

• In the Teams event, the Junior team and the Intermediate
teams both placed 1st overall.
• Grace Henry (Year 8) and Iza Anderson (Year 7) are
progressing to the CCC Championships.
• To Zarah Cramer (Year 8) and Annie Pagliaro (Year 8) who
competed at the CGSSSA Gymnastics Championship. The
results will be announced next week.
• To Ashley Hughes (Year 12) and Lara Halmarick (Year 11)
who represented in the CGSSSA Open Football team. The
team were winners in the CCC Championships. Ashley was
selected for the CCC team as Goal Keeper for the second
year running.
• To the Monte Dancers who competed at the Extreme
Dance Eisteddfod last weekend.
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SPORTS REPORT

College Athletics Carnival
Thank you to all the participants and helpers who made the
College Athletics Carnival on Wednesday 29 May a huge and
successful day. The full results are posted on MonteConnect/
Athletics.

Representative Events
Event

Date

Time

Venue

NSW All Schools Tri
Series Volleyball

7 June

8:00am4:00pm

Homebush

House Champions: McAuley

10:30amDuke of Ed Practice
8–9 June
Journey
2:00pm

Cheer Champions: McAuley

CCC Cross Country

14 June

8:00am3:00pm

Eastern Creek

Age Champions:
12 Years – Isabella Azizi (Year 7)
13 Years – Ruby Worrell (Year 7)
14 Years – Tasma Patterson (Year 9)
15 Years – Eliza Da Silva (Year 9)
16 Years – Claudia Perry (Year 10)
17 Years+ Emma Cruzado (Year 12)

CCC Open School
Teams Basketball
Championships

24-25
June

8:00am4:00pm

South Windsor

Snow Sports
Sydney Regional
Championships

16-20
July

CGSSSA
Gymnastics

5 June

7:00am2:00pm

SAGC

CCC Cross Country

14 June

8:00am3:00pm

Eastern Creek

CCC Open
Basketball
Championships

24-25
June

8:00am4:00pm

South Windsor

Snow Sports
Sydney Regional
Championships

16-20
July

Record Breakers:
Sofia Fedirchuk (Year 7)
Grace Kells (Year 10)
Savannah Reich (Year 8)
Bianca Jom (Year 10)

12 Years 200m
Intermediate 1500m
Junior Triple Jump
Intermediate Triple Jump

Invitational Champion:

Sara Dougan (Year 12)

Berowra

Thredbo

Thredbo

Extreme Dance Report
On Sunday 2 June, The Monte Dance teams took to the stage
for the first time this year. With the Dance season just starting,
it was a great first performance from all the teams.

Last to take the stage was the Monte Contemporary group in
an extremely large section. They were breathtaking on stage
and danced beautifully. Unfortunately, they did not place.

First to perform was the Monte Hip Hop group, who delivered
a fantastic performance, and received great scores and
comments.

Overall the girls delivered a wonderful performance and we
anticipate the improvements over the rest of the performances
in the dance season.

Next to take to the stage were the Monte Musical Theatre and
Monte Jazz groups. Both performances wowed the judges and
were exceptional on stage, though they missed out on placing
in a very large section.

Ashleigh Devlin, Dance Coach
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SPORTS REPORT

CGSSSA OPEN FOOTBALL TEAM

Monte Active
Monte Active classes continue this term. Students can
join at any time - first session is FREE. All the details are on
MonteConnect/Monte Active.
Yoga – Tuesday pm & Friday am (OR401)
Zumba – Wednesday pm (CMP)
Fitness – every Morning (Monte Gym)

Netball Umpiring
Congratulations to the following students for gaining Umpire
qualifications:
National C Badge:
Sophie Rudd (Year 9)

Swimming at Monte
Monte offers Swimming Squads for fitness and/or for
competition throughout the whole year. The Swim page on
MonteConnect contains all the information.
Contact Mr Jon Bell jbell@monte.nsw.edu.au

Sporting Acknowledgements
If your daughter is involved in any significant sporting events or
achievements please let us know so she can be acknowledged.

Sports Department Staff
Please contact the Sports Department on 9409 6420 or email
mvandervelde@monte.nsw.edu.au

Junior Level 1:
Julie McCarthy (Year 10)
Phoebe Versace (Year 9)
Junior Level 2:
Georgia Muil (Year 9)
Junior Level 3:
Makenzie Mayne (Year 7)

#ITSOK2PLAY
Set achievable but challenging
goals – don’t focus on winning

Mia Donaldson (Year 7)

MONTE MATTERS 7 June 2019 / TERM 2, WEEK 6
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NOTICES

YEAR 10 STUDENT AND PARENT
SUBJECT SELECTION INFORMATION EVENING
FOR YEAR 11 IN 2020
INVITATION TO ALL PARENTS AND CARERS OF STUDENTS ENTERING YEAR 11 IN 2020
TIME: 6:00pm - 7:30pm
DATE: Tuesday 11 June
VENUE: McQuoin Centre
This is the College’s major subject selection event, incorporating information on both the
HSC and IB Diploma programmes.
This is a compulsory evening for all Year 10 students to attend.
The subject selection handbooks will be distributed at this event.

YEAR 11
ACADEMIC CONFERENCE
REMINDER
TIME: 4:00pm-8:00pm (break 6:00pm-6:30pm)
DATE: Wednesday 12 June
VENUE: McQuoin Centre

MONTE MATTERS 7 June 2019 / TERM 2, WEEK 6
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TOGETHER WITH

MONTE’S HIGHER EDUCATION AND CAREERS OFFICE
Invite Years 7-12 Students and Parents to our

20
19

CAREER
INSIGHTS
EVENING

WEDNESDAY 19 JUNE
CHOOSE FROM A DIVERSE
RANGE OF SPEAKERS

VENUE

This is your opportunity to hear
from inspirational Monte Alumni
representing a wide variety of
industries. During each 25 minute
session, speakers will share their
professional and personal insights
about their career and answer
questions from the audience.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College
5.00pm - 7.00pm
Speaker presentations
7.00pm - 8.00pm
Stand-up networking supper

RSVP
www.trybooking.com/BCDMH
By Monday 17 June 2019

ENQUIRIES
alumni@monte.nsw.edu.au

2019

BIAMUNGA YARN-UP AND
MARUKU MARKETPLACE

MONTE MATTERS 7 June 2019 / TERM 2, WEEK 6
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2019 Monte Rugby Lunch
FRIDAY 9 AUGUST

SUPPORT MONTE’S

Bursary Blue Ribbon Appeal
Join us for the most anticipated fundraising
event in the College calendar!
Proceeds raised will go to the Bursary Blue Ribbon Appeal, providing
a Mercy education for young Monte women in financial need.

DATE

VENUE

Friday 9 August 2019

Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College

12:00pm for a 12:15pm start

McQuoin Centre / 128 Miller Street, North Sydney

CORPORATE TABLE PACKAGES

SAVE THE DATE
Tickets will be
released for sale
on Thursday 20 June

To book a corporate table please email
– development@monte.nsw.edu.au

CALLING FOR DONATIONS

If you have a product, service or experience you can donate
please email – development@monte.nsw.edu.au

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

If you can volunteer to assist on the day please email
– development@monte.nsw.edu.au

ENQUIRIES: CONTACT THE DEVELOPMENT OFFICE ON 9409 6200

Monte Sant'
Angelo College
128 Miller St, North Sydney

16 Jul to 18 Jul
2019

The camp
facilitator is:

Serena Geddes
Serena is an International
book illustrator with over fifty
titles published in Australia
and overseas.

Monte Sant'
Angelo College
128 Miller St, North Sydney

16 Jul to 18 Jul
2019

The camp
facilitator is:

Brian Falkner
award winning author of 18
books including Northwood,
Brainjack and Shooting
Stars.

MARIST COLLEGE NORTH SHORE
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ATAR Information Evening at
Marist College North Shore
The Universities Admission Centre [UAC] will be
explaining the ATAR to interested parents and students

Monday 1 July 2019
from 6.45pm
in LaValla Hall
Visit www.schoolinterviews.com.au and
enter code: u566e to reserve your seat

